Example Schedule

A membership with four people saves money on your third visit!

Subject to change. As a non-profit, Science Central strives to enhance your overall experience, while being wise stewards of our resources. Therefore, some exhibits follow an exhibit schedule.

---

**TOP ENTRY LOWER**

### High Rail Bike
- **10:30-11:00**
- **1:30-2:00**

### Science On a Sphere Presentations
Listen for announcements throughout the day.

### Demonstrations
- **3:00**

### Lincoln Financial Foundation Demo Theater

### Original Power Plant Equipment

### Classroom

### Traveling Gallery

### Restrooms

### Cafeteria

### Vending Machines

### Coat Rack & Lockers

### Picnic Area

### The Gift Shop

### Lower Level

### Elevator

### Tourist Level

### Lower Level

### Fire Exit

### Lincoln Financial Foundation

### Demo Theater

### AEP Foundation Science On a Sphere Theater

### Indiana Tech Discovery Lab

### Lobby

### Elevator

### Tourist Level

### Fire Exit

### Children’s Restroom

### Swap Shop
- **1:00-1:30**

### Swap Shop
- **12:00-12:30**
- **3:30-4:00**

### Giant Slide
- **12:00-12:30**
- **3:30-4:00**

---

* Exhibits with a height requirement

---

A membership with four people saves money on your third visit!